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Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the permission of SAP. Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your license agreement or any other service or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this presentation or any related document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.

This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or platforms directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason without notice. The information in this presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. This presentation is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or gross negligence.

All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
Agenda

• Product Updates
  o Integration Suite Launchpad
  o Cloud Integration Reporting Dashboard in SAP Analytics Cloud
  o Recent API Management innovations
    # Client SDK for CI/CD support (Feature parity with Neo)
    # APIM: Migration Accelerators to assist movement from Neo to Cloud Foundry
    # OpenAPI specification 3.0 support for API design
    # API Lifecycle Status: Deprecation & Decommissioning of APIs

• Interact with Integration Black Belt

• Q&A
Integration Suite Launchpad

Integration Suite "Launchpad" acts as a common control center from where you can:

- govern provisioning and activation of the different integration capabilities
- seamlessly access all capabilities
- learn about Integration Suite and engage with the community
- provide feedback
SAP Analytics Cloud content for Cloud Integration

• Shipped a new business content package template in SAP Analytics Cloud Content Innovation 17 release for Cloud Integration.

• This reporting dashboard provides at-a-glance view of relevant key performance indicators of a Cloud Integration tenant.

• Get insights of the Cloud Integration tenant using the intuitive and interactive widgets.

• The widgets in the dashboard displays data in a simple metric that helps you to visualize the context information with slicing and dicing capabilities.

• Using the dashboard, user can:
  • Monitor the integration flows which has the highest processed messages.
  • Analyze the status of processed messages.
  • Get the count of the deployed artifacts.
  • Find the distribution of service endpoints across API protocols.

• Flexibility to extend the functionalities of the dashboard using other available Cloud Integration OData APIs.
Recent API Management Innovations

- Client SDK for CI/CD support (Feature parity with Neo)
- Migration Accelerators to assist movement from Neo to Cloud Foundry
- OpenAPI specification 3.0 support for API design
- API Lifecycle status - Deprecation & Decommissioning of APIs
Migration Accelerator

Command line tool and a step-by-step migration guide to assist movement of API Management assets from Neo to CloudFoundry environment.
High Level Migration Flow

1. Create hyperscalers managed subaccount on SAP CP
2. Subscribe to API Mgmt service & complete the setup
3. Download and Run the Tenant Cloning Tool
4. Complete post cloning tasks - user actions completion, validation)
5. Perform DNS cutover/ Switch Over
Support for OpenAPI specification 3.0

• Utilize the benefits of the latest specification when building APIs
• Model API definitions in the API Designer according to OpenAPI specification 3.0
• Create and import APIs in API Portal conforming to OpenAPI specification 3.0
• Catalog APIs based on OpenAPI specification 3.0 in the Developer Portal
Deprecation & Decommissioning of APIs

- Ability to mark the status of an API as Alpha, Beta, Active, Deprecated, Decommissioned
- Deprecated & Decommissioned APIs to have successor APIs
- Decommissioned APIs are made unavailable for consumption
IFG Integration Survey 2020
Your chance to influence the SAP Integration Roadmap

The International Focus Group for Integration (IFG for Integration) is a collaboration platform of representatives of 13 user groups and communities across the world. The focus areas of this group include exchanging experiences and knowledge, working on best practices, and influencing SAP. Each year, it conducts a global survey to collect input from the integration community across the world.

As in the past, the survey results will enable the IFG for Integration to better address the needs of the integration community and to discuss and influence the requirements with SAP product development.

The 12th annual survey has been launched, which is your unique opportunity to influence the SAP Integration Roadmap. (survey open until August 31st 2020)

The survey is provided in the three different languages (English, German, Spanish) and can be accessed at the following link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NZVF6HF

Survey Results 2019:

International Focus Group:

Survey Results 2018:

Survey Results 2017:
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Tarun Bahal
Team Head SAP Development Cloud & Integration

- Total experience of over 21 years including approx 9 years with Sika.
- Leading a global team of SAP technical consultants, SMEs & architects.
- Keen interest in everything technology with special focus on Cloud applications, IoT, Integration and APIs

Maximiliano Colman
Integration Consultant

- SAP Integration Consultant, more than 10 years of experience in integration.
- Part of DCI team in SIKA since 2 years, working mainly in SAP PO, CPI & APIs developments between SAP & non SAP applications

Javier Garcia
Integration Consultant

- Working as SAP Integration Consultant since 2011 in several roll-out & support projects around the globe.
- Joined Sika’s team in 2017 working in all range of integration domains: B2B, A2A (SAP and non SAP), B2G, etc..
- Passionate about Enterprise Architecture to improve the daily activities of business users through Integration.
Invitation: “Integration Black Belts”

“Interact with Integration Blackbelts”

• Speakers from customers / partners / stakeholders / consultants to share their innovations, solution architecture, best practices and integration patterns

• Interested to present? Reach out to finny.babu@sap.com
Thank you.